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Abstract. The area of password-based authenticated key exchange protocols has been the subject of a vast amount of work in the last few years
due to its practical aspects. AuthA is an example of such a technology considered for standardization by the IEEE P1363.2 working group.
Unfortunately in its current form AuthA, including some variants, only
considered the classic client and server (2-party) scenarios. In this paper,
based on a variant of AuthA, we consider a quite different paradigm from
the existing ones and propose a provably secure password-authenticated
key exchange protocol in a cross-realm setting where two clients in different realms obtain a secret session key as well as mutual authentication,
with the help of respective servers. In our protocol, any honest server is
unable to gain any information on the value of that session key. Moreover,
our protocol is reasonably efficient and has a per-user computational cost
that is comparable to that of the underlying 2-party encrypted key exchange.
Keywords: password; provably secure; cross-realm; authenticated key
exchange
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Introduction

The Password-based Authenticated Key Exchange (PAKE) is a protocol which
allows two communicating parties to prove to each other that they know the password (that is, mutual authentication), and to generate a fresh symmetric key
securely such that it is known only to these two parties (that is, key exchange).
However, since people like to choose simply-guessed strings (e.g. personal identity, nickname, birthday, etc.) as their passwords, many password-based protocols are vulnerable to replay attack or dictionary attacks [1]. Designing a secure
password-based protocol is a precise task that has attracted many cryptographers. Due to its practical aspects, the area has been the subject of a vast amount
of work in the last few years [1–9]. AuthA is an example of such a technology
?
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considered for standardization by the IEEE P1363.2 working group[11, 12]. Unfortunately in its current form AuthA, including some variants, only considered
the classic client and server scenarios and assume that they share a common
password. In a word, AuthA is 2-party password-authenticated key exchange
(2PAKE).
With diversity and development of communication environments in the fields
such as mobile networks, home networking and etc., the end-to-end security is
considered as one of main concerns [10, 13]. For example, from a users point
of view, in a mobile computing environment, a secure end-to-end channel between one mobile user in cell A and another user in cell A or cell B may be a
primary concern. Although 2PAKE protocols are quite useful for client-server
architectures, they are not suitable for large scale end-to-end communication environments since 2PAKE protocols require every pair of communication entities
to share a password. It is very inconvenient in key management for client-client
communications in large-scale communication environments. To avoid this inconvenience, some of proposed PAKE protocols are extended to take into account
the 3-party scenario [14–19], in which a trusted server exists to mediate between
two communication parties to allow mutual authentication. Such protocols only
demand that each communication entity shares a password with a trusted server.
However, in practices, they are less considered in a cross-realm setting like in
kerberos system [20, 21]. In a cross-realm setting, two clients are in two different
Kerberos realms and hence two servers (who are connected with a symmetric
key) are involved. Some researchers, e.g. [18], think it unnecessary to consider
this case since they have presumed that all servers in the general case know all
users’ passwords. Actually, in the protocols with a cross-realm setting, it is important to guarantee that one server should not obtain the password of a client
in another realm.
Kerberos system is the first solution to password-authenticated key exchange
in a cross-realm setting but one of the most serious problems in the Kerberos
system is a dictionary attack. To solve this dictionary attack, Byun et al. recently
proposed a password-authenticated key exchange protocol in a cross-realm setting [14], which is a variant of cross-realm authentication in the Kerberos system.
However, S. Wang et al. subsequently found the protocol due to Byun et al. was
insecure [22]. Later, two schemes for password-authenticated key establishment
in a cross-realm setting were proposed in [24, 25] but both of them were still
pointed out to be insecure in [26]. To the best of our knowledge, no more work
address the problem in the cross-realm setting and achieves provable security.
Moreover, as noted in [22], a scheme in a single-server setting(3-party setting)
cannot be easily lift up to a scheme in a cross-realm setting since it is a quite
different paradigm from the former. In this paper, based on a variant of AuthA in [5], we propose a provably secure password-authenticated key exchange
protocol in a cross-realm setting. Note it is not a trivial work. Difficulties in designing a secure client-client password-based authenticated key exchange scheme
arise from the existence of insider attacks while insider attacks do not need be
considered explicitly in the case of 2-party protocols. Our protocol has several
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attractive features. As in [18], we trust as little as possible the third party and
assume that the servers are honest but curious, which roughly means that, even
though the servers’ help is required to establish a session key between two users
in the system, the servers should not be able to gain any information on the
value of that session key. Please note that key distribution schemes usually do
not achieve this property. We can show that our protocol has key privacy with
respect to the server. Moreover, our scheme is reasonably efficient and has a peruser computational cost that is comparable to that of the underlying 2-party
encrypted key exchange.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce
the formal model of security for password-based authenticated key exchange in
a cross-realm setting. Next, in Section 3, we recall the algorithmic assumptions
upon which the security of our protocol is based upon. Section 4 then presents
our password-based key exchange protocol along with its security claims and
rigorous proof. Efficiency analysis is also presented in this section. In the last
section, we conclude this paper.

2

Security Model for Password-Based Key Exchange

A secure password-based key exchange is a key exchange protocol where the
parties use their passwords in order to derive a common session key sk that will
be used to build secure channels. Loosely speaking, such protocols are said to be
secure against dictionary attacks if the advantage of an attacker in distinguishing
a real session key from a random key is less than O(n/ |DC|) + ²(l), where |DC|
is the size of the dictionary DC, n is the number of active sessions and ²(l) is a
negligible function depending on the security parameter l.
In this section, we introduce the formal security models which will be used
in next section when we show that our protocol is secure in the random-oracle
model. The model is a slightly different variant of that introduced in [19], in
which two trusted servers are contained.
2.1

Protocol Syntax

Protocol participants. The end-to-end system we consider is made up of
three disjoint sets: S, the set of trusted servers; C, the set of honest clients; and
E, the set of malicious clients. We also denote the set of all clients by U. That is,
U = C ∪ E. In a cross-realm setting, we assume S to contain two trusted servers.
As in [18], the inclusion of the malicious set E among the participants is
one the main differences between the 2-party and the multi-party models. Such
inclusion is needed in the multi-party model in order to cope with the possibility
of insider attacks. The set of malicious users did not need to be considered in
the 2-party due to the independence among the passwords shared between pairs
of honest participants and those shared with malicious users.
Long-lived keys. Two servers are connected with a symmetric key. Each
participant U ∈ U holds a password pwU . Each server S ∈ S holds a vector pwS = hpwS [U ]iU ∈U with an entry for each client, where pwS [U ] is the
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transformed password, following the definition in [3]. In a symmetric model,
pwS [U ] = pwU , but they may be different in some schemes. The set of passwords pwE , where E ∈ E, is assumed to be known by the adversary.
2.2

The Security Model

The interaction between an adversary A and the protocol participants occurs
only via oracle queries, which model the adversary capabilities in a real attack
(see literature for more details [3, 5].) The types of oracles available to the adversary are as follows:
– Execute(U1i1 , S1j1 , S2j2 , U2i2 ): This query models passive attacks in which the
attacker eavesdrops on honest executions among the client instances U1i1
and U2i2 and trusted server instances S1j1 and S2j2 . The output of this query
consists of the messages that were exchanged during the honest execution of
the protocol.
– SendClient(U i , m): This query models an active attack, in which the adversary may intercept a message and then modify it, create a new one, or simply
forward it to the intended client. The output of this query is the message
that client instance U i would generate upon receipt of message m.
– SendServer(S j , m): This query models an active attack against a server. It
outputs the message that server instance S j would generate upon receipt of
message m.
– Reveal(U i ): If a session key is not defined for instance U i or if a T est
query(see section 2.3) was asked to either U i or to its partner, then return
⊥. Otherwise, return the session key held by the instance U i .
2.3

Security Notions

In order to define a notion of security for the key exchange protocol, we consider
a game in which the protocol P is executed in the presence of the adversary A.
In this game, we first draw some passwords from a dictionary DC, provide coin
tosses and oracles to A, and then run the adversary, letting it ask any number
of queries as described above, in any order.
AKE Security. In order to model the secrecy (semantic security) of the session key, we consider a game Gameake (A, P), in which one additional oracle is
available to the adversary: the T est(U i ) oracle.
– T est(U i ): This query tries to capture the adversary’s ability to tell apart
a real session key from a random one. In order to answer it, we first flip a
(private) coin b and then forward to the adversary either the session key sk
held by U i (i.e., the value that a query Reveal(U i ) would output) if b = 1
or a random key of the same size if b = 0.
The T est-oracle can be queried at most once by the adversary A and is only
available to A if the attacked instance U i is Fresh, which is defined to avoid
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cases in which adversary can trivially break the security of the scheme. In this
setting, we say that a session key sk is Fresh if all of the following hold: (1)
the instance holding sk has accepted, (2)both the related clients are honest;
and (3) no Reveal-query has been asked to the instance holding sk or to its
partner (defined according to the session identification). Let Succ denote the
event in which the adversary successfully guesses the hidden bit b used by T est
ake
oracle. The AKE advantage of an adversary A is then defined as AdvP,DC
(A) =
2P r[Succ] − 1, when passwords are drawn from a dictionary DC. The protocol
P is said to be (t, ε)-AKE-secure if A’s advantage is smaller than ε for any
adversary A running with time t. The definition of time-complexity that we use
henceforth is the usual one, which includes the maximum of all execution times
in the games defining the security plus the code size [23].

3

Algorithmic Assumptions

The security is proved by finding a reduction to the hardness of the Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) problem and the security of the underlying message
authentication schemes. We will briefly introduce these algorithmic assumptions
in this section.
3.1

CDH Assumption

We assume a finite cyclic group G of l-bit prime order q generated by an element
g, in which the operation is denoted multiplicatively. The CDH assumption states
that given g x and g y , where x and y are drawn at random from Zq , it is hard to
compute g xy . Under the computational Diffie-Hellman assumption it might not
be possible for the adversary to compute something interesting about g xy given
g x and g y . This can be defined more precisely by considering an experiment
x
Expcdh
g,G (A), in which we select two values x and y in Zq , compute X = g ,
y
and Y = g , and then give both X and Y to an adversary A. Let Z be the
xy
output of A. Then, the experiment Expcdh
and 0
g,G (A) outputs 1 if Z = g
otherwise. Then, we define advantage of A in violating the CDH assumption
cdh
as Advg,G
(A) = P r[Expcdh
g,G (A) = 1] and the advantage function of the group
cdh
cdh
Advg,G (t), as the maximum value of Advg,G
(A) over all A with time-complexity
at most t.
3.2

Security of Message Authentication Scheme

A message authentication scheme is a pair of polynomial algorithms (MAC,VF).
The function MAC takes a message m and a key k, and it produces a “message
authentication code” (tag) µ =MACk (m). The function VF takes a message m,
a tag µ and a key k, and it returns a bit VFk (m, µ), with 1 standing for accept
and 0 for reject. We require that for any m output with positive probability by
its tag µ, it is the case that VFk (m, µ).
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For the security of the underlying message authentication scheme MAC,
we consider the classical definition of existential unforgeability under chosenmessage attack (CMA) due to Goldwasser et al. [27]. By definition, the security level for MAC is to prevent existential forgeries, even for an adversary
which has access to the tag generation and verification oracles. We define the
advantage of A in violating the security of MAC with security parameter l as
euf −cma
AdvMAC
(A) = P r[k ← {0, 1}l , (m, µ) ← AMACk (·),VFk (·;·) () : VFk (m; µ) =
euf −cma
1], and the advantage function of MAC, AdvMAC
(t) as the maximum value of
euf −cma
the advantage AdvMAC
(A) over all A with time-complexity at most t. Note
that A wins the above experiment only if it outputs a new valid authenticator.

4

Our Password-Based Protocol

In this section, we introduce our protocol and provide a rigorous proof of security for it based on the hardness of the CDH problem and the security of the
underlying primitives. The security proof is in the random oracle model. It assumes that two clients willing to establish a common secret session key are in
two different Kerberos realms and hence share passwords with two respective
servers (the latter are connected with a symmetric key). As in [18], we trust
as little as possible the third party and assume that the servers are honest but
curious, which roughly means that, even though the servers’ help is required to
establish a session key between two users in the system, the servers should not
be able to gain any information on the value of that session key.
4.1

Description

Our scheme is based on a 2-party password-based key exchange protocols in [5].
It runs between two clients A, B and two servers SA , SB . The client A (resp. B)
and server SA (resp. SB ) initially share a low-quality password P WA (resp. P WB ),
uniformly drawn from the dictionary DC. The two server are connected with a
symmetric key, i.e. the MAC key K. The description is given in Fig.1, where
(G, g, q) is the represented group; l is a security parameter; Hi : {0, 1}? → {0, 1}l
message
is a random oracle, for i = 0, 1, 2. In Fig.1, by U2 ←−−−−− U1 we mean that user
send
U1 sends message to user U2 .
At first, the client may send a request to the server to start the protocol(e.g.
the client sends hello information to the server in the TLS (Transport Layer
Security) protocol at the beginning). Then the protocol runs as follows.
1. The server SA (resp. SB ) chooses an ephemeral public key by choosing a
random element tA (resp. tB ) in Zq and raising g to that power, encrypts it
as TA (resp. TB ) using the corresponding password P WA (resp. P WB ), and
sends this value to the client A(resp. B) and the other server along with its
identity SA (resp. SB ) and the two clients’ identity. Upon receiving a message
from the server SA (resp. SB ), the client A(resp. B) decrypts TA (resp. TB ) to
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Public information: G, q, Hi
Secret information: P WA , P WB ∈ G, K
Client A
Server SA Server SB
Client B
R

R

tA ←− Zq tB ←− Zq
TA ← g tA × P WA TB ← g tB × P WB
A,B,S

,T

A,B,S

,T

A,B,S

,T

A,B,S

,T

A
B B
B B
A ←−−−−A
−−−
− SA −−−−−A
−−−A
→ SB SA ←
−−−−−
−−−
− SB −
−−−−−
−−−
→B
send
send
send
send
R
R
x ←− Zq ,X ← g x
y ←− Zq ,Y ← g y
KAS ← (TA /P WA )x
KBS ← (TB /P WB )y
Auth1A ← H1 (IDAS , KAS )
Auth1B ← H1 (IDBS , KBS )
X,Auth1A
Y,Auth1B
A −−−−−−−−→ SB
SA ←−−−−−−−
−B
send
send
KAS ← X tA KBS ← Y tB
?

?

Auth1A = H1 (IDAS , KAS ) Auth1B = H1 (IDBS , KBS )
if false, terminates if false, terminates
α ← MACK (A, B, SA , SB , TA , TB , X) β ← MACK (A, B, SA , SB , TA , TB , Y )
S

,X,α

SA −
−A
−−−−
→B
send
?
β = MACK (A, B, SA , SB , TA , TB , Y )
if false, terminates
Auth2A ← H2 (IDAS , Y, KAS )
Y,Auth2A
A←
−−−−−−−
− SA
send
terminates and accepts
?

Auth2A = H2 (IDAS , Y, KAS )
if false, terminates
K ← Yx
sk ← H0 (ID, K)
terminates and accepts

S

,Y,β

B
A ←−
−−−− SB
send
?
α = MACK (A, B, SA , SB , TA , TB , X)
if false, terminates
Auth2B ← H2 (IDBS , X, KBS )
X,Auth2B
SB −−−−−−−−
→B
send
terminates and accepts
?

Auth2B = H2 (IDBS , X, KBS )
if false, terminates
K ← Xy
sk ← H0 (ID, K)
terminates and accepts

Fig. 1. Our password-based authenticated key exchange protocol

recover the server’s ephemeral public key, chooses a random index x(resp. y)
in Zq , exponentiates it to that power as the Diffie-Hellman keys KAS (resp.
KBS ), and at the same time also raises g to the that power as his ephemeral
public key X(resp. Y ). Then the client computes the authenticators Auth1A
(resp. Auth1B ) via a hash function H1 so that he can send X (resp. Y )to the
server SA (resp. SB ) in an authenticated way. For simplicity, IDAS and IDBS
represent (A, B, SA , TA , X, P WA ) and (A, B, SB , TB , Y, P WB ) respectively.
2. Upon receiving the messages from both the client A(resp. B) and the other
server, the server SA (resp. SB ) exponentiates the client’s ephemeral public
key to the tA -th (resp. tB -th) power as the Diffie-Hellman keys KAS (resp.
KBS ). Then the server computes the MAC tag α (resp. β) with the symmetric key K so that he can transfer X (resp. Y )to the other server SB (resp.
SA ) in a secure way. Upon receiving this messages, the server SA (resp. SB )
first checks the MAC tag β (resp. α) is valid. If it is valid, the server will
proceed to compute the authenticators Auth2A (resp. Auth2B ) via a hash
function H2 so that he can forward Y (resp. X) to he client A(resp. B) in
an authenticated way.
3. Upon receiving Y (resp. X) from the server, the client A(resp. B) first checks
the authenticators Auth2A (resp. Auth2B ) is valid. If it is valid, he computes
the Diffie-Hellman key K and then uses this value to derive the session key sk
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via a hash function H0 . In the end, he accepts and terminates the execution
of the protocol. For simplicity, ID represents (A, B, X, Y ).
All throughout the course, if any participant receives an invalid authenticator,
he simply abolishes and terminates the execution of the protocol.
How the Password Becomes an element in G. Since the password
P W appears as an element of G in the computations for our scheme, some
additional function is needed to obtain this element from the password string. In
the protocol description, we do not care about details of the function and simply
use the result P W (in group G) as the “effective password” instead: anyone
knowing P W is actually able to impersonate the client or the server, and the
security proof shows that attacking the protocol reduces to finding P W . In other
words, at the protocol level, P W is the password needed for authentication and
password is just a way to remember it.
Notes. One should remark that K is long-lived key. And thus a nonce is
necessarily included in computing α and β in order to prevent replay attacks. To
do so, each server also sends to another server its ephemeral public key, which
will be included in computing the MAC tag as its nonce.
Efficiency. Our protocol is quite efficient, only requiring a small amount of
computation by each user. In what concerns MAC computations and hash computations, each client only has to perform 3 hash computations; and each server
only has to perform 2 MAC computation and 2 hash computations. All these
can be done efficiently and their computational complexity can be neglected.
The most expensive part of our protocol is the number of exponentiation, which
entails the highest computational complexity. Since each participant needs to
perform 2 exponentiations, our protocol has a per-user computational cost that
is comparable to that of the underlying two-party encrypted key exchange.
In addition, from the view of the client side, our protocol is very similar to
a 2PAKE with explicit mutual authentication. If the client computes his session
key using sk = H1 (A, · · · , SA , TA , X, · · · , KAS ) instead, it shifts to run a 2PAKE
protocol with the server. Thus we do not need two separate programme codes to
support client-server and client-client PAKE respectively. Instead we can use a
common programme to support both them, which saves storage resources. This
is very attractive in resource constrained environments.
4.2

Security

As the following theorem states, our proposal is a provably secure passwordbased key exchange protocol as long as the CDH problem is hard in G and the
underlying message authentication scheme is secure. The specification of this
protocol is found on Fig.1.
Theorem 1. Let DC be a uniformly distributed dictionary of size |DC|, and
MAC be a message authentication scheme. Let P describe the password-based
authenticated key exchange protocol associated with these primitives as defined
q 2 +2q
(2qp +qs )2
euf −cma
6qs
ake
+ h 2l s + |DC|
+ 2qs AdvMAC
(t) +
in Fig.1. Then AdvP,DC
(A) ≤
q
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cdh
(qh , t + 2τ ), where qs denotes the number of active interactions with
4qh2 Advg,G
the parties (Send-queries); qp denotes the number of passive eavesdroppings
(Execute-queries); qh denotes the number of hash queries to Hi ; and τ denotes
the computational time for an exponentiation in G.

Due to the limitation of the paper length, the complete proof of Theorem 1
is to be included in the full version of this paper.
Finally, we come to consider key privacy with respect to the servers. Since a
server is unable to deduce the Diffie-Hellman key K from the clients’ ephemeral
public keys X and Y (due to computational Diffie-Hellman assumption), he will
be unable to retrieve any information about the session key sk between the two
clients. Thus, we have
Theorem 2. Our password-based authenticated key exchange protocol described
in Fig.1 has key privacy with respect to the servers as long as the CDH assumption holds in G.
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Conclusion

We have presented the new PAKE protocol in a cross-realm setting and proved
the security for it in the random-oracle model. Our protocol has several attractive
features. In our protocol, any honest server is unable to gain any information on
the value of that session key. Moreover, our scheme is reasonably efficient and
has a per-user computational cost that is comparable to that of the underlying
two-party encrypted key exchange. In addition, from the view of the client side,
our protocol is very similar to a 2PAKE with explicit mutual authentication. We
can thus use a common programme to support both client-server and client-client
applications, which saves storage resources. This is very attractive in resource
constrained environments.
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